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ABSTRACT
The emerging paradigm of edge computing has proposed cloudlets
to offload data and computations from mobile, resource-constrained
devices. However, little attention has been paid to the question on
where to deploy cloudlets in the context of smart city environments.
In this vision paper, we propose to deploy cloudlets on a city-wide
scale by leveraging three kinds of existing infrastructures: cellular
base stations, routers and street lamps. We motivate the use of this
infrastructure with real location data of nearly 50,000 access points
from a major city. We provide an analysis on the potential coverage
for the different cloudlet types. Besides spatial coverage, we also
consider user traces from two mobile applications. Our results show
that upgrading only a relatively small number of access points can
lead to a city-scale cloudlet coverage. This is especially true for the
coverage analysis of the mobility traces, where mobile users are
within the communication range of a cloudlet-enabled access point
most of the time.
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INTRODUCTION

Edge computing has gained tremendous attention and aims at bringing storage [12] and computation capabilities [7, 25] closer to mobile
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end users, resulting in lower latencies and a reduction of bandwidth
utilization in the core network. In the next decades, urban spaces
will be populated by a plethora of mobile devices, sensors and actuators. These devices are constrained in terms of battery lifetime
and processing power and hence, they need to make use of surrogates to offload data and computations [8, 10]. While offloading
has mostly been done through cloud computing infrastructures,
this approach has some drawbacks, such as high-latencies, lack
of mobility support and location awareness [33]. For that reason,
we can observe a trend in moving computations and data storage
away from the cloud into the network and closer to the end devices and users. In line with this trend, the concept of cloudlets has
been proposed [23]. Research in this direction—often labeled fog
computing [11, 33] or edge computing [5, 22]—has recently made
progress in terms of defining architectural principles, proposing
offloading mechanisms with different granularities and addressing
network issues. The actual benefits of using cloudlets at the edge of
the network have also been investigated [15]. However, the question of infrastructural support, i.e., where those cloudlets should
be deployed to reach a maximum number of users or cover a large
area, has not been addressed in detail. This question becomes even
more interesting if we turn our attention to smart city applications
[21, 26, 34] that aim to provide services to citizens. Examples include traffic management and optimization, emergency response
or environmental monitoring. Those kinds of applications can be
realized by deploying cloudlets close to mobile users in urban areas.
This obviously raises the question where to place those cloudlets
and what coverage can be achieved. Coverage as a metric for the
quality of service that can be delivered by a network comes from
the domain of wireless sensor networks but has not been analyzed
in detail when it comes to the coverage of urban cloudlets.
In this paper, we propose to upgrade existing infrastructure to
host cloudlets on a city-scale, being able to provide new services
to citizens in the context of smart cities. Specifically, we consider
hosting cloudlets on three types of access points: cellular base stations, routers and street lamps. This re-use of existing infrastructure
has obvious cost advantages in comparison to a dedicated cloudlet
infrastructure. To motivate our approach, we collect location data
for the different types of access points and analyze the potential
coverage if only a subset of those is upgraded to provide cloudlet
capabilities. First, we analyze spatial coverage, i.e., which areas of
the city are covered. Second, we further consider real-world traces
from two mobile applications to show that urban cloudlets have
the potential to cover the demands of mobile users.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we present our vision of a multi-cloudlet infrastructure for smart
cities. We then analyze the potential coverage of those cloudlets in
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Section 3. We conclude the paper and discuss future challenges in
Section 4.
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Network Agency) as regulating body maintains a database of all
licensed radio installations. This database can be viewed on a website1 . As the site itself provides no export function, we manually
crawled the website and exported all cellular base stations that are
within the city limits of Darmstadt.

MULTI-CLOUDLET INFRASTRUCTURE

Since the deployment of new infrastructure is costly—especially
on a city-scale—we propose to make use of existing infrastructures
that are present in cities. More specifically, we suggest to upgrade
cellular base stations, routers and street lamps to host cloudlets.
Common to all these three types of access points is their ubiquity
and their function as a 1-hop wireless gateway for mobile users.
For cellular base stations and routers, we can further assume a
powerful backhaul connection in terms of bandwidth and physical
space close-by to colocate additional hardware. Figure 1(a) illustrates an example for such an urban cloudlet architecture with the
different types of access points. Specifically, we will investigate this
multi-cloudlet infrastructure in Darmstadt (Germany), a city with
a population of around 150,000. For the later analysis, we focus on
the inner region of the city as highlighted in Figure 1(b), because
most of our collected access point data is located in that area. This
area is 14.57km2 in size. The following subsections describe the
types of cloudlet infrastructures in more detail.

(a) Example cloudlet infrastructure

2.2

In urban areas, the density of WiFi routers is very high. This includes both privately owned devices as well as public access points
offered by businesses like cafes or restaurants. The latter is a service
increasingly valued by customers. Using WiFi routers as cloudlets
has the obvious advantage of ubiquity of these devices. However,
two major drawbacks have to be mentioned: First, as these devices
are mostly privately owned, the owners need incentives to open
up their devices in order to make them usable as cloudlets. However, recent efforts have shown that such a sharing economy has
potential. Several initiatives already promote the sharing of ones
WiFi to give others internet access (e.g., Freifunk2 in Germany). We
argue that going one step further—from providing free access to
free computations and/or storage—is the next logical step. Existing works have investigated the use of commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) routers, but have either not analyzed the coverage [17, 18],
focused only on spatial coverage without considering actual user
mobility [13] or have not taken into account other types of access
points [16]. Others assume that the routers can be freely placed in
order to maximize offloading [2, 3]. Contrary to that, we assume
we cannot freely place the access points and have to choose among
existing ones. To obtain the locations, we relied on a wardriving
approach and used an Android application that records available
WiFi networks with metadata such as the SSID, BSSID and signal
strength. Volunteers captured the data by either walking or driving
through the city. From different measurements of the same access
point (identified by its BSSID) and the respective signal strength,
we can estimate the position of that access point via trilateration.
We performed a manual filtering as to exclude manufacturers that
do not produce routers. While we are aware that this dataset might
include wrong data and inaccuracies wrt. exact positions, we argue
it still gives a good impression of the overall number of available
routers that can be leveraged for offloading. Furthermore, by collecting the access point data from the street and not indoors, we
mimic the usage contexts of mobile users in a city.

(b) Darmstadt inner city

Figure 1: Cloudlet types and considered area of Darmstadt

2.1

Routers

Cellular Base Stations

Each major city today features widespread cellular coverage, albeit
at varying quality and speed. Nevertheless, cellular base stations
represent a viable location for the deployment of extra resources
that can be leveraged to place cloudlets. First, existing radio access
networks have a high-bandwidth backlink on-site. In the case of
cloudlets, this could be important if there is the need to retrieve
large amounts of data from the cloud. Another characteristic of cellular base stations is their high reliability [9]. Leveraging resources
co-located with the radio access network is commonly referred
to as mobile edge computing [1, 31]. For network operators and
cellular service providers, mobile edge computing is a future business opportunity, as they will be able to rent out computational
resources located at the base stations. This will become even more
viable with the adoption of 5G networks [27] and femtocells [6, 14].
By making use of dynamic network management through Software
Defined Networking (SDN) [28], operators can quickly reconfigure
their networks and make them adaptable to user demands and load
levels. According to German laws, the Bundesnetzagentur (Federal

2.3

Street Lamps

Municipalities might not want to leave the provisioning of a cloudlet
infrastructure to private citizen, businesses and traditional service
providers alone. Instead, we expect them to upgrade parts of their
infrastructure in order to provide advanced services to their citizens in the context of smart city applications. Besides high-speed
wireless, this should also include processing power for those applications. A lamp post is a viable location to place a cloudlet for
two reasons: First, there is a large number deployed in every city,
sometimes with the distance between two lamp posts being only a
couple of meters. Therefore, especially in densely populated areas,
they can very well complement cell towers and routers. Second,
1 http://emf3.bundesnetzagentur.de/karte/
2 https://freifunk.net/
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Table 2: Evaluation scenarios

from the perspective of users moving on a city street, the communication range is less obstructed compared to WiFi access points
that are typically placed in buildings. Third, existing cabling makes
it easy to connect them to high-speed backbone networks. Some
companies already market smart street lamps that extend the mere
lighting functionality with different sensors and wireless access
points. An example is SM!GHT 3 from the German company EnBW.
Extending this definition of smartness, we propose not only to upgrade street lamps with sensory capabilities and wireless gateways,
but to colocate processing power at lamp posts. We obtained the
positions of all street lightings in Darmstadt from e-netz Südhessen4 ,
a company in charge of maintaining electrical infrastructures. The
dataset includes different types of lighting. Besides the obvious
lamp posts there are also city lights taut over streets by supporting
cables. We only include street lighting in a fixed lamp post in our
analysis as this ensures the space required for the deployment of a
cloudlet in a safe enclosure.

Scenario#
SC1
SC2
SC3
SC4
SC5
SC6

Table 1: Number of access points collected

Total
Inner City

3

Routers

Street Lamps

34,699
31,974

14,331
5,608

COVERAGE ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the coverage that can be achieved by
using a certain percentage of all available access points. Coverage is
a term that originates from the domain of wireless sensor networks
and describes how well an area of interest can be monitored [19, 29].
It is therefore a metric for the quality of service that can be delivered
by the network. Mapped to our problem, coverage indicates how
well mobile users can be served by nearby cloudlets.

3.1

Routers

Street Lamps

10%
25%
25%
50%
25%
10%

25%
10%
25%
5%
10%
50%

contain error bars for the different simulation runs, although they
are very small for the routers and street lamps compared to cellular
base stations. This is because we have less cell towers, but they have
a greater communication range. Thus, when randomly selecting
access points, overlaps are more likely and the gain in coverage
might vary more significantly. From the results we can observe
that assuming a medium-conservative communication range, we
can achieve a relatively high degree of coverage compared to the
percentage of chosen access points. For instance, if we assume a
sensing range of 40 meters for routers, already 30 percent of all
access points cover about 65 percent of the total area. For street
lamps the numbers are slightly lower, since we have less of them
compared to routers. Because we only have very few cellular base
stations compared to other types of access points, the coverage
ratio is lower for small percentages (e.g., 10 or 20 percent) but
quickly surpasses the coverage ratio of routers and street lamps for
greater percentages because of the high communication range of
cell towers. Already from this analysis, we can see that deploying
cloudlets is feasible for a large-scale coverage within a city and that
only a fraction of access points are required.
Next, we define different scenarios and mix the percentage of the
different access points as listed in Table 2. These scenarios reflect
different deployment models that could occur, depending on the
underlying business models and incentives. For instance, by giving
more incentives to small business and private citizens to open up
their routers, we may get a higher percentage of those. Similarly,
the efforts from a city administration to upgrade street lamps might
vary. Network operators on the other hand might choose to upgrade
their cell towers based on the average user density or demand at
certain points in the city. For the communication ranges, we again
assume a unit disk model and randomize the ranges for each type
of access point for each evaluation run within a certain range. For
cellular base stations, we randomly select a range of 300 to 800
meters. Regarding routers, some measurements indicate average
ranges in practice of around 50 to 60 meters [4, 20]. Since routers
are most often placed inside buildings and obstructed, we select
a conservative range between 20 to 70 meters. Since cloudlets on
street lamps will probably also rely on WiFi for communication
but are more unobstructed, we increase the range to 30-80 meters.
We use a uniform continuous distribution for all communication
ranges and again run each experiment 5 times. The results are
shown in Figure 3. For each scenario, the bars represent the different
types of access points. In Figure 3(a) we consider 1-coverage, i.e.,
we assume an area to be covered if it is within the range of at
least one access point. For 1-coverage, one can therefore think of

For each type of cloudlet infrastructure, Table 1 summarizes the
total number of access points we collected and how many of these
are located in the inner city.

Cellular
Base Stations
205
66

Cellular
Base Stations
75%
75%
50%
50%
25%
25%

Spatial Coverage

First, we look at the spatial coverage of our city cloudlets when
we only select a subset of those. For a given percentage of access
points, we randomly select the corresponding number. Assuming
a unit-disk model for the communication range, we calculate the
area formed by the union of all communication ranges. Given this
definition, the coverage is given by the ratio between the area of
that union and the total size of the city area, as defined by our
inner city boundary (see Figure 1(b)). We not only choose access
points that are located within the inner city boundary, but also
those whose communication ranges intersect with this boundary.
Since the access points are chosen randomly, we run the experiment
5 times for each step size of 10 percent. We plot the results for the
analysis on spatial coverage for the different types of access points
with different communication ranges in Figure 2. The plots also
3 https://smight.com/en/
4 https://www.e-netz-suedhessen.de/
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Figure 2: Spatial coverage for different access point types
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Figure 3: Scenario-based evaluation of spatial coverage for different values of k
this figure as a combination of the values shown in Figure 2. As
with our previous results, we see that a relatively small number
of access points already provides good coverage. However, this
significantly differs for the different types of access points. For
instance, using only a small number of street lamps (as in scenario
SC4) is clearly not feasible in practice. The notion of 1-coverage
can be generalized to k-coverage. To give us an idea of how these
coverage metrics differ in our scenario, we also plot the results
for k = 2 and k = 3 in Figures 3(b) and 3(c), respectively. The
motivation to consider values of k > 1 is to explore the possibility
of choosing between multiple cloudlets to optimize user experience
in terms of connection bandwidth or resources. For instance, in
areas within the city where many users are present, one cloudlet
might not be sufficient to satisfy all offloading demands of users.
The biggest drop in coverage for increased values of k occur with
the street lamps, since they are spaced out evenly and therefore,
overlaps in the communication ranges seldom occur. Since the
communication ranges of cellular base stations and routers often
overlap, we see that for k = 2 we still get good coverage. In future
work, instead of randomly selecting access points, one might want
to optimize the selection for a desired value of k.

3.2

area. Furthermore, users are mobile and change their location frequently. Therefore, in this section, we analyze the actual coverage
mobile users can expect. For this purpose, we use two datasets from
mobile applications, namely Kraken.me and Ingress.
Kraken.me: Kraken.me [24] is a tracking suite aimed at collecting
users’ activity in order to enable personal assistance. The framework runs on different kinds of devices and large-scale user study
was conducted using Android phones. Over the course of several
weeks, about 20 million data points were collected. Although the
framework collects data from different soft and hard sensors, we
only use the timestamped location data of the users. The data is
fine-grained as the position of users is reported every 30 to 60 seconds on average.
Ingress: Next, we use data crawled from the mobile augmented
reality game Ingress.5 Ingress is the predecessor of the popular game
Pokémon Go. In the game, users have to physically visit so-called
portals that are located at certain points of interest in a city. Hence,
the game records the position of users at the portals. Through their
website, one can see the current state of the game and the activity
of players. We obtained the game data by building a crawler using
Python and Selenium, a tool to automate browsers. This allowed
us to automatically request changes in the game state, e.g. players
visiting a portal, every second. Compared to the Kraken data, there
is more difference in time between two user locations, since the
location is only recorded at a portal and not in between.

Coverage of Mobile Users

While the results of the previous section give an indication of how
well an area is covered, one might argue that this does not necessarily represent the cloudlet coverage a mobile user experiences, since
actual user locations are not uniformly distributed throughout the

5 https://www.ingress.com/
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Table 3: Mobile application traces
Cellular Base Stations

Ingress
points
users
1,886,546 2,435
520,409 1,401

% coverage

Total
Inner City

Kraken.me
points
users
19,615,130 225
437,417
205

Routers

Street Lamps

100
80
60
40
20

As with the access point data, Table 3 summarizes the number of
data points and distinct users for both datasets. For our evaluation
we again only consider data points that are within our inner city
boundary. Here, we define coverage as the ratio between the sum
of data points that are within the communication range of at least
one cloudlet and the sum of all data points per dataset. We analyze
the results of this type of coverage using the same scenario-based
approach as previously mentioned with the same communication
ranges per access point type and k = 1. Again, we perform each
analysis five times. The results with the corresponding mean values and error bars are depicted in Figure 4(a) for Kraken.me and
in Figure 4(b) for the Ingress dataset. For both datasets, we can
observe that the coverage is higher than in the spatial coverage
analysis. This is because spatial coverage also takes into account
areas where people are less likely to be (e.g. in-between factory
buildings, at parking spaces, more sparsely populated residential
areas). In contrast to that, the mobility data from Kraken.me and
Ingress represent the actual locations of people. This allows to more
accurately estimate the coverage, and therefore the expected quality
of service from a user’s point of view. While quite distinct from
each other, both applications represent realistic future applications
that could leverage cloudlets deployed in the city. For Kraken.me,
this includes the offloading of (personal) sensor data for real-time
analysis and guidance. As the trend in gaming moves towards AR
and VR, we can easily imagine that games like Ingress with have
such features in the future. In both cases, timely processing of data
is crucial for the user experience and cloudlets can provide a way to
achieve this. For the Ingress data, the coverage values are slightly
higher, because different users aggregate at the same locations (i.e.
where the game portals are located). Therefore, in many scenarios,
we get coverage values of over 80 percent for cellular base stations
and routers. Even though the Kraken.me data is more fine-grained
(in the sense of capturing more data points along a user’s path), we
see that our cloudlet infrastructure can support offloading demands.
As an example, scenarios SC1, SC3 and SC6 consistently lead to 60
percent coverage or more, regardless of the access point type. As
with the previous analysis, because of their grid-style layout and
less overlap, we need more street lamps to achieve the same coverage. We however believe that street lamps can still be beneficial
to complement the other types of access points, for instance when
other cloudlets are overloaded or as relays for the migration of data
across cloudlets.
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Figure 4: Mobile user coverage

analysis, we have shown that it is feasible to re-use cellular base
stations, routers and street lamps as supporting infrastructure for a
city-wide deployment of cloudlets. In detail, we first analyzed the
spatial coverage for the individual types of access points and then
defined six different scenarios that represent the incentives for the
different stakeholders to upgrade their infrastructures. For both the
spatial coverage and user traces from two mobile applications, we
were able to show that a relatively small percentage of all access
points is sufficient to provide high coverage. Our preliminary work
in this paper opens up several future research questions that we
plan to investigate in the future.
Incentive mechanisms and business models: In the description of our infrastructure we have already mentioned the different
stakeholders relevant to establish a city-wide cloudlet infrastructure, such as private citizens, network operators, internet service
providers, small businesses and hardware manufacturers. For some
of these stakeholders, city cloudlets are a business opportunity,
while for others, non-monetary incentives might suffice to be willing to offer cloudlets at their access points. Especially since cloudlets
often work in a cooperative way and many users compete for resources, new business and pricing models are required.
Coverage definitions and communication model: In this paper, we considered spatial coverage and the coverage of individual
data points of mobility traces. However, other definitions can be
thought of, e.g., taking into account the entire path of a user and the
total time one has connection to a cloudlet. Also, since urban areas
have various obstacles for the communication range of a wireless
medium, more realistic models than assuming a unit-disk range
might be required for even more accurate results.

OUTLOOK

In this paper, we have outlined our vision of a multi-cloudlet architecture that makes use of existing urban infrastructure to provide new services in the context of smart cities. We motivated this
approach by analyzing the potential coverage of urban cloudlets
hosted on different kinds of existing infrastructures. Through this
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Optimal cloudlet selection: Given a certain number of available
cloudlet locations as modeled by our percentage-based scenarios,
we have to make a decision where to actually deploy them, i.e.
which access points to upgrade in order to provide cloudlet capabilities. For this decision, the heterogeneity of the different types of
access points in terms of communication ranges, costs and available
resources should be taken into account. As an example, cloudlets
colocated at cellular base stations can easily accommodate servergrade hardware and thus provide a huge amount of resources. However, they might be more expensive than using cloudlets hosted
by private citizens or the city. One interesting question is whether
the latter can compensate for their lack of resources and individual
coverage by their price and their greater number. In future work,
we will explore this tradeoff and design efficient algorithms for the
decision on where to place cloudlets.
User-to-cloudlet assignment: As we have seen in our k-coverage
analysis, a user might have connection to more than one cloudlet
at a given moment. For instance, as cellular coverage is widespread,
users in the city might always have cellular connection, but at the
same time could connect to a cloudlet hosted on a router or a street
lamp. When making the decision which cloudlet to connect to, one
should take into account both the user requirement and their mobility as well as the current load of the cloudlets. This line of research
has recently attracted some attention [30, 32].
Data management across cloudlets: Since users are highly mobile, they might be connected to a given cloudlet for only a very
short amount of time. Therefore, it might be necessary to migrate
data across cloudlets in order for users to be able to retrieve it
close to their new position. This both includes static data as well
as results of computations that were not finished before the user
lost connection to a cloudlet. Besides quick migration mechanisms,
accurate ways to predict the user’s next location are required. The
latter could enable proactive migrations as opposed to reactive migration as mostly done today.
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